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Abstract – Currently, there a growing demand of data produced and stored in clinical domains. Therefore, for effective dealings of 
massive sets of data, a fusion methodology needs to be analyzed by considering the algorithmic complexities. For effective 
minimization of the severance of image content, hence minimizing the capacity to store and communicate data in optimal forms, image 
processing methodology has to be involved. In that case, in this research, two compression methodologies: lossy compression and 
lossless compression were utilized for the purpose of compressing images, which maintains the quality of images. Also, a number of 
sophisticated approaches to enhance the quality of the fused images have been applied. The methodologies have been assessed and 
various fusion findings have been presented. Lastly, performance parameters were obtained and evaluated with respect to sophisticated 
approaches. Structure Similarity Index Metric (SSIM), Mean Squared Error (MSE), Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) are the 
metrics, which were utilized for the sample clinical pictures. Critical analysis of the measurement parameters shows higher efficiency 
compared to numerous image processing methods. This research draws understanding to these approaches and enables scientists to 
choose effective methodologies of a particular application.  
 
Keywords – Image Enhancement, Image Compression, Structure Similarity Index Metric (SSIM), Mean Squared Error (MSE), Peak 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The method and practice of visualizing the inside of an organism for clinical examination and clinical interventions, as 
well as visible depiction of the operation of a certain tissue or organ, is known as diagnostic physiology (imaging). Clinical 
imaging focuses on exposing hidden interior systems under the skin and bone, including detecting and curing diseases. 
Additionally, it formulates records of regular physiology and anatomy, permitting anomalies to be identified. Even though 
clinical imaging of excised tissues and organs is possible, e.g. operations are typically categorized as pathology instead of 
medical imaging. It integrates radiology that applies imaging technology e.g. X-ray radiation therapy, clinical imaging, 
approximately imaging, haptic image analysis, elastography, endoscopy, ultrasonic, and electrostatic vibration 
tomography, including cellular clinical operational imaging technologies e.g. Single-Photon Emission Computed 
Tomography (SPECT) and Positron Emission Tomography (PET). Other technologies, which process the information 
vulnerable to depictions as a variable time vs. chart or location, which integrates data concerning the measuring points, 
include Electrocardiography (ECG), Magnetoencephalography (MEG), and Electroencephalography (EEG).  

The technologies can be considered s samples of diagnostic imaging in another fundamental field in more constrained 
perspective. Globally, 5 billion diagnostic imaging investigations have been completed as of 2010. In 2006, diagnostic 
imaging radiation accounted for almost half of all absorbing radioactive exposures in the United States. CMOS electronic 
switch chips, power electronics systems, detectors such as imaging devices (especially CMOS detectors) and 
bioelectronics, and manufacturers such as embedded systems, embedded processors, computerized frequency 
manufacturers, media manufacturers, and system-on-chip gadgets are all used in the production of clinical visualization 
devices. Monthly diagnostic imaging chip sales were 46 million tones and $1.1 billion in 2015 [1]. Medical research and 
clinical practice both rely heavily on image processing. Biomedical image processing has advanced significantly in recent 
years as a result of improved digitalized imaging schemes. A wide range of biomedical images have therefore been 
presents, with increased variety and quality. Conventional clinical image compression methodologies have had mixed 
results, and they are incapable of dealing with massive amounts of picture data. The concept underlying digital signal 
processing is to use digital computers to process digital pictures. Digital pictures are, in fact, a unique synthesis of a small 
number of components. Pixels, pictures, and picture elements are all elements that have a position and a value. The word 
"pixel" is often used to refer to the components of a computer picture. Medical pictures, such as X-rays, Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Computed Tomography (CT) scans are the most used clinical images in medical research 
these days. As a result, complex automated techniques are required to analyze these various picture forms.  
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Image reduction is a technique for storing and transmitting photos effectively while maintaining the greatest possible 
quality. Many tools and methodologies handle this compression issue by finding a good compromise between 
reconstructed picture clarity and reduction rate. Wilhelm Roentgen, a German scientist who developed diagnostic imaging, 
realized X-rays in 1895 [2]. Specialists use medical imaging to peer into the internal organs, diagnose injuries or disorders, 
and guide treatment operations. They can judge how obvious illness indicators and structural features are centered on 
imaging quality. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is a nine-center and-office organization of the US Ministry of 
Healthcare and Social Services. "Clinical imaging" is a method, according to the FDA. Different technologies are used in 
diagnostic imaging to view through the body system. This technique's main goal is to evaluate, analyze, or handle patients’ 
medical problems. Various segments of this technology generate data concerning the diagnosed or researched bodily 
region in relation to a possible injury or illness, as well as the success of medical therapy. Diagnostic imaging systems are 
becoming an integral aspect of modern medicine [3]. Signs of illnesses may be seen directly by physicians, analyzers, and 
other medical organizations. Clinical imaging systems have advanced significantly in previous decades. 

Organizers and even physicians may benefit from this innovation in this way. Researchers demonstrated a flexible 
technique based on a genetic computation, as well as a convolution classifiers [4] cascade for image analysis. A genetic 
algorithm (GA) was suggested to determine the likelihood of finding an appropriate lesson location. Because the outputs of 
the neural classifier cascade must be measured, the suggested probability is critical. The major goal of this research is to 
identify an effective strategy for compressing and enhancing medical photographs. It begins with picture compressing and 
ends with clinical picture improvement for increased output. The past investigation was examined in detail, and several 
compression strategies were investigated in order to improve the output. Furthermore, state-of-the-art technologies were 
used to extract and evaluate efficiency data. Image compression was done using two different compression methods: 
lossless reduction and lossy compression. After that, enhancing methods were used to restore the picked photographs. 
Finally, the effectiveness of this method was evaluated using a variety of performance indicators. The outcome of this 
approach was evaluated using a variety of performance metrics. The following is a summary of the article: Section II 
reviews the relevant literature texts concerning the research. Section III presents the methods and materials. Section IV 
focuses on results while Section V presents a discussion of the results. Lastly, Section VI concludes the research.  

 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

Clinical image analysis [5] relies heavily on picture reduction and improvement. Reduction and image restoration for the 
enhancement of medical pictures have gotten a lot of attention in recent years. An image analysis method is the Haar 
Wavelet approach for image quality assessment and image reduction. In grayscale photos, different methodologies e.g. 
SOFM, EZW, SPIHT were utilized to apply the notion of 'wavelet-based compressing of pictures.' Wavelet 
transformations are used by researchers to handle certain types of image compression. Whenever merged or multiplied, 
wavelets were applied as foundational coefficients and patterns that reproduced the original pattern. Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD) and waveform differential reductions are used in the development of a novel lossy compression 
approach. By combining the SVD performance compared with WDR reduction, these two approaches are integrated. 
Different phases in image analysis approaches were studied by the researchers. 

Pre - processing, classification, extraction of features, and categorization procedures were all covered by the authors. 
Cosine alterations separate, stratified segmentation of the benched frame, JPEG 2000 picture compaction, ROI-based 
scalability, Mesh modulation schemes JPEG 2000 leveling ROI programming, JPEG 2000 MAXSHIFTROI scripting and 
Curvelet flexible shape transform were among the diagnostic wavelet transform methods investigated by the researchers. 
Medical picture compression approaches were explored by the Kumar and Parmar in [6]. Although the examined 
approaches have a distinct property, the medical pictures are compressed, which has certain disadvantages. As a result, the 
study will address these flaws and improve the reconstruction grade of the compression picture for a clinical photograph 
with an increased compression rate. In his study, the author presented a novel way to picture alteration for aesthetically 
acceptable images. Contrast enhancement methods are chosen based on the job at hand, the image content, the viewing 
circumstances, and the characteristics to be seen.  

A survey of spatial domain strategies [7] for picture enhancement processing has been published by researchers. 
Processing methods are divided into categories depending on the strategies used to enhance images. The authors 
investigated mass detection and picture segmentation algorithms. The goal of this research was to employ MATLAB tools 
to process medical images. Biomedical imagery may be employed in visualizing tools in a variety of ways, and many of 
them are difficult to deal with. The creation of basic computer graphics, such as bar graphs, histograms, and scatter plots, 
utilizing the MATLAB software to handle and display matrices data will thus be aided. For academics and aficionados of 
photo editing, image analysis tool packages are now accessible. The proposed method's outcome has aided users in 
analyzing and processing images more effectively in a new software system. The researchers looked at how JP3D may be 
used to reduce volumetric medical photos. In the literature, an improved medical compression approach with a 
unidirectional area has been developed.  

Lossless compression methods [8] with no data loss but a low compression rate may be compressed, as can loss 
approaches with a significant compressed ratio but modest data loss. The Healthcare Picture Thresholding Method for 
Lossless Compression is presented that diminishes the flawless watermark fusion without essentially compromising the 
quality of data. This work's watermark combines a specified area of interest (ROI) with an image watermarking secret key. 
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In study, a method based on lossless compression, computerized image compression, and computerized watermarking was 
suggested. The authors provided novel methodologies to integrate methodologies such as computerized watermarking, 
image expansion and reduction, and lossless fusion protocols such as TIFF, JPEG LS (JLS) etc. Watermarked expansion 
and reduction protocols are in integrating wREPro and TIFF. JLS denote the names provided to fusion algorithms 
(wREPro integrated with JPEG LS formats).  

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [9] architectural development is a common NP-hard optimization concern, 
and various approaches for establishing networking systems for image recognition application have also been presented. 
Researchers structured a hybrid monarchy butterfly optimization method to mitigate this concern. In addition, the authors 
applied a meta-heuristic method to mitigate the issue of over-fitting in the aspect of CNNs by selecting a framework 
parameter identified as dropout. The results of this indicates that enhancing the drop-out CNNs is advantageous because 
suitable dropout chance values may be acquired without having to set new variables explicitly. Additional image 
processing approaches include the optimum quantum matched-filter methodology, robust principal components research, 
and the modified auto-regression conditional hetero-scedasticity framework. Expressive optimization, computing, fuzzy 
best-worst and GP DEA framework are some of the other techniques. A variety of key mathematical concerns in medical 
imaging are discussed by the writers. Increased software and technology aided in the speedy resolution of the problem.  

Many software applications are built on unique approaches that combine the geometric partial differential equation 
with standardized signal and image processing. As a major segment of this approach, authors have focussed on the base 
clinical engineering protocol on the designing of application tools for complete, strong mathematical systems on treatment 
delivery. The authors indicate how mathematical study may aid mitigate the issues in the clinical domain, integrating 
image segmentation, registration and enhancement. This study developed a transformational image processing approach 
for medical imaging investigations that includes image reduction and augmentation. It's critical to recognize that there is 
presently no agreement among academics on how to evaluate visuals. As a consequence, a number of reduction and 
augmentation methodologies established by a number of researchers are evaluated and compared using a variety of 
performance metrics in this paper. Images from MRI and CT scans were picked at first, and compressing processes were 
performed to them. 

 
III. METHODS AND MATERIALS  

DICOM is utilized in practically every scanning and radiation applications in radiography, cardiology, and radiation 
diagnostic (ultrasound, MRI, CT, and X-ray), and in the medical devices and other clinical professions e.g. dentistry and 
ophthalmology. With thousands of medical visualization tools in the application world, DICOM is one of globally utilized 
medical communication protocols. Since its conception in 1993 [10], DICOM has transformed radiology practice by 
enabling for the total replacements of X-ray film with fully digitalized process. In similar way that Web has permitted 
contemporary consumer data application. DICOM has allowed a technological breakthrough in biomedical imaging 
techniques, which have changed the face of biomedical care. From the ICU (Intensive Care Units) to cardiac strain 
surveillance and breast cancer identification, DICOM is a protocol, which enables clinicians and patients to collaborate on 
medical imaging projects. The effectiveness of picture manufacturing methods must be tested quantitatively in various 
picture applications where an image is established from degraded versions. We focus on having actual image for the 
evaluation objective. Clinical images from the state library of clinical med-pix were used in this research to evaluate and 
investigate the methodologies. Med-pix is an online library with open access to clinical images, clinical themes and case 
studies, which integrate textual data and images, with more than 11,000 clinical setting, 10,000 topics and 58,000 clinical 
images. The images collected are devoid of the issues of copyright and are present for public usage. 

 
IV. RESULTS  

The results were shown using a clinical picture from the MedPix® dataset. Particular outcomes from each picture were 
acquired and examined after reduction and augmentation were performed to the example medical photos. MedPix® is an 
online database with open access to rehabilitative images, medical personnel, educational cases, coordination images, and 
clinical printed materials, with more than 11,000 clinical setting, 10,000 topics and 58,000 clinical images. It primarily 
targets a target audience of physicians and clinical attendants, as well as other healthcare workers, medical subordinates, 
nursing youngsters, and those interested in therapeutic understanding. Malady region (cellular structure), pathology 
category, silent profiles, image categorization, and image descriptions are all used to structure the component fabric. 
Learning symptoms and side effects, organ models, image formats and image portrayal, buzzwords, contributing 
producers, and a variety of other search options are available. 
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Enhanced and Compressed Output 
Fig 1 to Fig 7 presents a compressed and enhanced output of the sample clinical images.  

 
Fig 1. Clinical images, with DCT fused image 

 
Fig 2. Clinical image, with DWT fused image (Lossy approach: DWT and DCT fusion) 

 
Fig 3. AHE image enhanced DCT, with MO image enhanced DCT 

   
Fig 4. AHE image enhancements of  DWT with MO image enhancements of DWT (lossy approach: MO and AHE 

enhancements for DWT and DCT) 
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Fig 5. BTC image fusion with RLE fused image (lossless approach fusion applying BTC and RLE) 

 
Fig 6. EHE image enhancements of BTC, with MO image enhancements of BTC (lossless approach: Image 

enhancements of BTC based on MO and AHE) 

 
Fig 7. AHE image enhancements of RLE with MO image enhancments of RLE (lossless approach: image 

enhancements of RLE based on MO and AHE 
 

V. DISCUSSION 
The subject of diagnostic imaging is getting more significant for clinical and therapy purposes in recent years. It is a 
complicated discipline that includes professionals and experts in other professions and employs a variety of instruments for 
illness diagnosis, including Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Positron Emissions Imaging, and Computerized 
Tomography, among others. Clinical imaging has a function that spans computational engineering, electric science, and 
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electronics engineering specialties. The presence of imaging information in illness diagnosis always has an impact on the 
diagnostic's outcome. The loss of information that happens during the acquisition of a picture, resulting in a reduction in 
contrast. Gray levels, picture contrasts, and backdrop make it challenging to separate or distinguish the borders of the 
vascular system in the image. The primary goal of image improvement is to smooth a picture while taking non-impulsive 
noise into consideration. For sound suppression and classification, linear filtration are used. It is required to apply 
improvement processing to medical photos in order to present images with low contrast and blur. The higher the brightness 
of the picture, the easier it is to see a condition that has been misdiagnosed. This facilitates the transformation of the 
picture into a more acceptable format. By modifying an existing picture, image enhancement methods try to increase the 
image's quality and visual appeal to a human observer.  

Computer vision is one of the most demanding, intriguing, and significant areas of study in image processing because 
low contrast images are uncomfortable for human perception [11]. To handle difficult challenges in picture representation, 
data processing of the detected condition, and statistics, many kinds of contrast enhancement approaches, such as 
worldwide, local, and hybrid, are applied. Computational imaging, electromagnetic resonant imaging, Mammography, and 
other visualization modalities are also available. MRI is a multi-planar imaging method that allows doctors to collect 
pictures of the body's interior architecture without disrupting the patient. Clinical data includes medical reports, which are 
unorganized text, in addition to medical photographs. The fuzzy approaches are beneficial as much as the clinical pictures 
include uncertainty. According on the nature of picture domains, researchers used several fuzzy methods in image 
improvement methods. Medical imaging is now a highly popular and important tool used by doctors to diagnose disorders 
in areas of the body that are not visible to the naked eye. Gray transformation technique and statistical normalization 
method are two classic technologies utilized in clinical picture improvement.  

The current histogram - based approach converts Gray level posterior distribution pictures to homogeneous 
probabilistic distributed pictures using a transformation that maximizes the image's data entropy. When the picture data is 
recorded by contrast values, contrast enhancement frequently improves the contrast of a large number of photos. The 
method of picture improvement techniques may be summarized as methods that analyze the whole picture and capture 
local data, with noise interfering with medical image analysis. The 2D EMD (Empirical mode decomposition) clinical 
improvement pictures will primarily focus on image detailed features and successfully attain the functionalities of the 
initial picture relevant data. There are a variety of mathematical techniques available to cope with uncertainty. Also 
discussed is the fuzzy set, which takes into account ambiguity in the manner of a membership value. The most common 
operator, the INT operator, is used to adjust the membership and improve the brightness of the picture. The performance of 
machine learning in image improvement methods is well established, and they have been employed in medical picture 
improvement for many decades. Various efficiency metrics for assessing picture computing techniques when the recovered 
picture and the reference picture from its deteriorated state are accessible for assessment purposes are provided below after 
studying some important publications and journal articles:  

Mean Squared Error (MSE) is a measure of how accurate something is (MSE). Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) is a 
kind of error that occurs when a number is multipli The Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is a measurement of how well 
a signal can be heard over the background noise. m.a.e (MAE). The variable for cross-correlation (CP). a map of the 
Structure Similarity Index Metric (SSIM). Analyze the distribution Images analysis methods were evaluated using MSE, 
PSNR, and SSIM as efficiency criteria in this study. Furthermore, MATLAB software was used to conduct the studies 
(MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). 
 
Approaches for Wavelet Transform 
Lossless and lossy image compression are the two types of encryption that are employed in medical image analysis study. 
An correctly recreated picture of the main image from the duplicate is required for lossless compression. Medical image 
constructs, where data loss might be misinterpreted, use this kind of compression. Lossy image compression, unlike error-
free coding, decreases the coded image of the compression ratio in return for increased accuracy. The encoder has a 
quantizer that keeps the amount of bits required for the picture to a minimum. The quantizer is designed to reduce 
excessive visual redundancy. Three typical approaches for lossy picture compression are vector quantization, predictive 
coding, and transform coding. Hybrid coding is a combination technique that improves efficiency by combining the 
features of many image compression coding systems. Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and Discrete Cosine Transform 
(DCT) were performed using the two 'lossy' approaches (DWT). Medical pictures were also subjected to lossless 
approaches such as Block Truncation Coding (BTC) and Run Length Encoding (RLE) for the purpose of assessing trials. 
 
The Discrete Cosine Transform Method (DCT)  
The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is a technique for representing the variation of cosine values at various rates by using 
a series of information values. The MSE and compaction ratio of DCT results are better than any other clinical 
photography method (grayscale). A lot of studies employing grayscale clinical images have backed up this hypothesis. 
When contrasted to other modes, the DCT is faster in producing an image with smooth texture. DCTs are needed for a 
wide range of medical and technical research projects. Compression algorithm of music tracks like MP3 and images like 
JPEG may remove little high-frequency sections, and DCT is a suitable match. A grayscale image quality from MedPix 
was utilized in the present investigation, which was compacted using the DCT method. After that, inverse DCT was 
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utilized to restructure central images. The clinical picture was partitioned into pieces and re-compressed twice for the 
reasons listed: the first stage was to decrease the geographical quality of the image; the second stage was to split the image 
into regions and re-compress it. In the first phase, images were separated into blocks with DCT applied two times in every 
segment using MATLAB codes.  
 
Wavelet Transform Technique for Discrete Data 
The discrete wavelet transform (DWT) converts image pixels into wavelets, which may subsequently be used for wave 
reduction and encoding. This method is effective for data reduction and better results in medical grayscale photographs. By 
combining a number of analytic methods, DWT enables for multi-resolution representations. Picture degradation is not 
allowed in certain industries, such as diagnostic imaging, and as a result, the overall accuracy degrades. One of the 
essentially sucessful means of extract critical data and enhance spectral efficiency is to use a method centered on wavelets. 
On a routine basis, DWT is utilized to deal with more complicated challenges, providing data on the intensity and position 
of the signal under investigation. The picture was divided into four bits and converted from mat to gray using this method. 
DWT was used to minimize the clinical image after that. Eventually, the image was resized to its original size. 
 
Encoding Run Lengths Using a Technique 
The simplest compaction technique is run-length encoding (RLE). It's a 'lossless' approach that encrypts the extent and 
worth of 'runs' of identical bits, bytes, or images. As a result, RLE prefers photos with large uninterrupted color patches, 
especially monochrome ones. Run length coding is one of the most widely utilized lossless compression methods. It's a 
basic lossy compression technique that works with most graphic file types, including BMP, PCX, and TIFF. This method 
can condense any information, irrespective of its content. The data content has an effect on the RLE compression ratio. 
The RLE technology reduces medical images without sacrificing important details. Medical images, on the other hand, 
may be fused into one dataset series. The most effective methodology for compressing white and black images in RLE and 
image fusion generate effective results. In the present experiment, the medical image was compressed losslessly using 
RLE. 
 
Block Truncation Coding Methodology 
Block truncation coding represents the grayscale lossy fusion. The initial images are separated into sections using this 
process. The pixel intensities in each column are reduced to the same average and normal variances using a quantizer. To 
develop compaction outputs, some of the methods employed in RLE and BTC are merged. Video compression may also 
be done with BTC.  In this research, the BTC approach was utilized to partition the clinical picture into blocks. Because 
modifying the column numbers may affect the total column values, this was done with their consent. In comparison to 
other alternatives for a variety of channel defects with acceptable performance, the BTC technique is relatively easy to use 
because it can be installed rapidly. 
 
Image Enhancement Techniques 
Computer vision is a technique for making optical perception and imaging easier. The ability to alter individual quantities 
into a picture is a benefit of digital images. The goal of the contrast enhancement approach is to change the properties of a 
picture to make it more suitable for a certain job or assessment. During this procedure, one or more picture properties are 
altered. The generalisability or data collecting in pictures may be improved for individuals via contrast enhancement 
approaches. This strategy can help improve the input for other automated image analysis algorithms. Many photographs 
presently suffers from noise and low contrast, such as geographical pictures, imaging techniques, and aerial images. 
Improvement methods provide the benefits of improving the picture view's quality, enhancing contrast, blurring, and noise. 
These techniques can also improve image sharpness and boundaries. Spatial domain methods and Spatial frequency 
techniques are two types of augmentation approaches. 
 
Methods in the Spatial Domain 
The fundamental goal of enrichment is to improve the outcomes of a procedure by processing a picture. There are two 
types of image improvement: block based augmentation and spectral analysis advancement. The picture plane, which 
explicitly distorts pixels, is referred to as the spatial domain. The spatial domain approach was utilized in this work to 
manipulate picture pixels. This approach may not only alter the image but also improve the clarity and contrast of 
compressed medical photographs. To increase the quality of condensed medical photos, this study applied adaptable 
contrast enhancement and morphology procedures. 
 
Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE)  
For photos with low light sections of dark or bright areas, worldwide probabilistic leveling is ineffective. The alteration to 
the histogram equalization that may be done for improved outcomes on these photos is called adaptive histogram 
equalization (AHE). AHE only considers tiny regions and accentuates the distinction of these locations by taking into 
consideration their local CDF. AHE may be implemented using a variety of ways, each with its own set of variants. We 
used an interpolation mapping approach using tiled panels with estimated mapping to construct AHE in this application. 
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MATLAB procedures and routines were used to improve the medical picture with AHE. AHE is a cost-effective and 
broadly adaptable approach for 'image enhancement.' 
 
Morphological Operations (MO) 
The set concept makes morphology procedures simple to utilize and perform. ‘ The goal of segmentation algorithm is to 
erase the picture building's "inadequacies." The majority of the procedures involve integrating multiple erosion and 
dilation operations. The technique is carried out using a tiny grid structure known as the bounding box. The final effect is 
heavily influenced by the form and placement of the organizing element. Architectural procedures in image processing try 
to correct these flaws by taking into account the picture shape and architecture. 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The primary goal of this work was to provide a useful medical picture. To understand the many aspects and functions of 
these approaches, a detailed literature study was done. This literature review provided detailed information on 
improvement and reduction techniques. It was also looked at how they functioned on clinical grayscale photos. After 
compression, augmentation was conducted using both efficient and lossless approaches. Compression was achieved using 
four different techniques: RLE, DWT, DCT and BTC. Fusion algorithms applyinng DWT augmentation predicated on 
PSNR, SSIM and MSE produced better outcomes than DCT. RLE and BTC approaches compress effectively without 
sacrificing much data. When comparing the RLE and BTC techniques, the investigation revealed that the RLE approach 
had a respectable compression ratio. Each compression approach was improved by combining AHE and MO. Furthermore, 
the findings of the study revealed that the use of compaction and enrichment methods in combination works effectively. 
The RLE approach outperformed the BTC approach in terms of picture quality and values when contrasted to PSNR and 
SSIM. Investigations revealed that when AHE and RLE procedures were combined, the outcomes were superior than the 
other approaches. In the DWT compaction approach, the AHE method significantly enhanced the compressed picture. 
Rather than brightening or raising the contrast of the photos, morphological techniques were applied to enhance the 
backkground. Instead of sharpening the picture, structural techniques were used to enhance the underlying quality. These 
strategies were utilized to enhance the area of interest in particular. Picture processing methods, such as image detection, 
testing, and enhancement, have aided in the fast advancement of clinical imaging. The proportion and quantity of faults 
found rise as images are processed. Computer learning methods, such as controlled, unstructured, reinforced, 
metaheuristic, approximation, and machine learning systems, may be utilized to analyze and optimize images using a 
variety of variables in future work. 
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